THE KILLIAN CURSE
School can be an evil place…
The Killian Curse is a comedy-horror kidult show
about a cursed classroom.
In episode one, the new students of Room 21 are
told a frightening story… In 1906, a man called
Charles Killian founded Killian High School. An
eccentric man, he met an ‘accidental’ death when locals
discovered he was teaching the ways of demonology
to impressionable young students. He is now sending
demons from the underworld to terrorise the current
students, and wreak havoc on those responsible for
his death.
The 21 students in Room 21 each face one of
Killian’s evil curses, a battle with a beast sent from the
underworld. From vampires, witches, warlocks, and
werewolves to aliens, the students all have a different
terror to face. And, each of their curses is specifically
tailored to their own personal weaknesses! There are
unimaginable consequences should they not beat this
curse - Killian will take their soul… forever. He only
needs 11 more souls until he has enough power to
return from the dead and seek vengeance!
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THE KILLIAN CURSE

Not everyone will succeed; but will enough of the
Room 21 students win to stop the curse? The show is
fun, tongue-in-cheek and scary. A must-see children’s
horror show, even if it’s watched from behind the couch!
Designing the terrifying creatures for The Killian
Curse, was none other than WETA’s Richard Taylor
(Lord of the Rings trilogy and King Kong), the triple
Academy Award-winning special effects guru. The
young actors include Jacinta Waiwai (King Kong, Into
the Blue), Cameron Wakefield (Road to Terebithia, and
Australasia’s youngest Elvis impersonator), Georgia
Fabish (Into the Blue), and James Shaw (The New
Tomorrow). The adult cast include some of New
Zealand’s veteran actors; Nathaniel Lees (Star Wars,
The Matrix), Nick Blake (Shortland Street), Jed Brophy
(Lord Of The Rings, Heavenly Creatures), Grant Roa
(Whale Rider), and Stephen Ure (Lord of the Rings).
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